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MASS STARVATION IS HUMANITY’S 
FATE IF WE KEEP FLOGGING THE 
LAND TO DEATH                                                  
By the middle of this century there will be two or 
three billion more people on Earth. Any one of the 
issues I am about to list could help precipitate 
mass starvation. And this is before you consider 
how they might interact. The UN’s famous 
projection that, at current rates of soil loss, the 
world has 60 years of harvests left, appears to be 
supported by a new set of figures. Partly as a result 
of soil degradation, yields are already declining on 
20% of the world’s croplands. Now consider water 
loss. In some places the levels of the groundwater 
used to irrigate crops are already reaching crisis 

point.  Read More on The Guardian 

BIGGEST GLOBAL HEALTH MOMENTS OF 2017 
Over the past year, the global health community witnessed the 
re-emergence of decades-old diseases in crisis-hit areas, and 
saw new policies put at risk gains made in areas such as 
women’s health and HIV/AIDS. But there have also been several 
bright spots: calls for more women in senior leadership 
positions have started to bear fruit, and new partnerships and 
alliances have formed to tackle old and emerging public health 
threats, such as antimicrobial resistance and noncommunicable 
diseases. One such thing was the cholera outbreak. In the midst 
of a civil war, Yemen broke records by registering the worst 
cholera outbreak in history. While cases have started to 
decrease, nearly 1 million have been infected as of December, 
according to WHO.   Read More on Devex 
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HUGE STASH OF BURIED ILLEGAL LOGS 
IN LAOS 
Authorities in Attapeu province have uncovered 180 cubic metres 
of illegal logs, which were buried underground, local media 
reported. The discovery came after authorities carried out an 
inspection along the Lao-Vietnam border markers in the southern 
province, Attapeu Online, published by the provincial 
Administrative Office, reported yesterday. The provincial 
administration has formed two task force teams to carry out the 
inspection along the border as well as in the Vang Tud and Nongkai-
Ork mining project areas, a provincial official involved in the 
inspection affairs told Vientiane Times. 

Read More on Vientiane Times 

BEAVERS EMERGE AS AGENTS OF ARCTIC 
DESTRUCTION 
Even as climate change shrinks some populations of arctic animals 
like polar bears and caribou, beavers may be taking advantage of 
warming temperatures to expand their range. But as the beavers 
head north, their very presence may worsen the effects of climate 
change. The issue isn’t just that the beavers are moving into a new 
environment — it’s that they’re gentrifying it. Take the dams they 
build on rivers and streams to slow the flow of water and create the 
pools in which they construct their dens. In other habitats, where the 
dams help filter pollutants from water and mitigate the effects of 
droughts and floods, they are generally seen as a net benefit.                    
Read More on New York Times 

B.H.P. BILLITON ACKNOWLEDGING 
CLIMATE CHANGE, TO QUIT COAL 
GROUP 

One of the world’s largest coal companies, acknowledging 
the growing momentum toward addressing climate change, 
said it planned to pull out of a major industry group over its 
environmental stances. B.H.P. Billiton, the British-Australian 
mining company, said that it planned to withdraw from the 
World Coal Association, an international lobbying group, 
because of differences in climate and energy policies. The 
report also noted that B.H.P. would review its relationship 
with the U.S. Chamber of Commerce in light of the Trump 
administration’s decision to withdraw from the Paris climate 
accord.  Read More on NY Times 

http://www.vientianetimes.org.la/FreeContent/FreeConten_Attapeu.php
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/10/28/science/reversing-course-on-beavers.html
https://mobile.nytimes.com/2017/12/20/climate/arctic-beavers-alaska.html?emc=edit_th_20171221&nl=todaysheadlines&nlid=64737171&referer=
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/01/climate/trump-paris-climate-agreement.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/06/01/climate/trump-paris-climate-agreement.html
https://mobile.nytimes.com/2017/12/19/business/energy-environment/australia-mining-company-climate-change.html?utm_source=CB+Kickstart&utm_campaign=f184831d59-kickstartdaily&utm_medium=email&utm_term=0_34bbc0b261-f184831d59-105362333&_r=0&referer=
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GLOBAL TOBACCO PROTOCOL SHORT OF 6 COUNTRIES TO 
BECOME INTERNATIONAL TREATY IN 2018 
Illicit trade in tobacco products is costing governments billions of 
dollars, and is undermining global efforts toward tobacco control. A 
protocol aimed at eliminating tobacco illicit trade aims to address 
this, but five years since its adoption, it has yet to gather enough 
support to come into force. The Protocol to Eliminate Illicit Trade on 
Tobacco is the first protocol under the Framework Convention on 
Tobacco Control. But to date, only 34 countries party to the 
convention have ratified it. And in Asia Pacific, where billions of 
dollars are lost to government revenues from illicit tobacco trade, 
only one country, Mongolia, has ratified the protocol.                      
Read More on Devex 

GERMS ON A PLANE: HOW TO STAY 

HEALTHY WHILE TRAVELLING 
For those who celebrate, the holiday season often conjures a bucketful of 
emotions: joy, celebration, whimsy, stress and for some, even dread. Add air 
travel to the mix: the coughing and sneezing passengers on a plane, a 
breeding ground for germs circulating in a metal tube thousands of feet in 
the air. Microbiologist Dr. Charles Gerba studies just how dirty planes can 
get and says hand sanitizer is the best option to ward off germs during 
travel. Gerba admits his research has slowly turned him into a germaphobe 
over the years. He says the three dirtiest places on an airplane, starting with 
the cleanest first, are the overhead compartment where luggage is stored, 
the seat tray (not often disinfected between flights with quick turnaround 
times) and lastly, the toilet. Gerba says he's tested a number of seat tray 
tables on flights and has found the influenza virus, cold viruses, and viruses 
that cause diarrhea.                             Read More on CBC 

 

CHILD MARRIAGE IS STILL 
LEGAL IN THE U.S. 

The recent outrage over Alabama Republican Senate 
candidate Roy Moore allegedly targeting teenage girls 
for sex has elicited reports that some evangelical 
churches actually encourage teenage girls to date 
older men.  Today southern states like Alabama, 
Kentucky and West Virginia have among the highest 
rates of minor marriage in the nation. They are also 
joined by Idaho and other rural states in the West. 
These states share high rates of poverty and are home 
to religious conservatives who often see marriage as 
the solution to teenage sex and premarital pregnancy.  
Read More on The Conversation 

http://www.who.int/fctc/protocol/about/en/
http://www.who.int/fctc/protocol/about/en/
https://www.devex.com/news/global-tobacco-protocol-short-of-6-countries-to-become-international-treaty-in-2018-91677
https://swes.cals.arizona.edu/people/faculty/charles-p-gerba
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/the-current-for-december-21-2017-1.4458465/germs-on-a-plane-how-to-stay-healthy-while-travelling-1.4458761
http://beta.latimes.com/opinion/op-ed/la-oe-brightbill-roy-moore-evangelical-culture-20171110-story.html
http://apps.frontline.org/child-marriage-by-the-numbers/
http://apps.frontline.org/child-marriage-by-the-numbers/
https://theconversation.com/child-marriage-is-still-legal-in-the-us-88846?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2013%202017&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2013%202017+CID_cd8a9b504f4
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SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH:           

ANOTHER VISION OF BLACK ELK 

Nicholas Black Elk, a holy man of the Oglala Sioux, came into the world 
in Wyoming before it was Wyoming, and died in the village of 
Manderson, on the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, in South Dakota, in 
1950. Black Elk won fame not for deeds of war but because of a vision. 
During an illness when he was nine years old, he saw something that 
can be interpreted as the totality of earthly creation conjoined in 
glorious, sky-spanning unity. He described his vision to John G. 
Neihardt, a Nebraska poet, in 1930, and Neihardt put it in his book of 
the holy man’s recollections Black Elk Speaks. Black Elk was a 
practicing and proselytizing Catholic. Recently the bishops of the U.S. 
Catholic Church voted to begin a process that, if successful, will end 
with Nicholas Black Elk being declared a saint.                                                     
Read More on New York Times 

HOW DIVESTING OF FOSSIL FUELS COULD 

HELP SAVE THE PLANET 

Recently, a number of institutional investors, including Caisse de de po t et 
placement du Que bec in Canada and Norway’s sovereign wealth fund, 
announced their intent to reduce their exposure in investments linked to fossil 
fuels. The announcements show that investors withdraw their funds to either 
mitigate financial risks or for ethical reasons. But the question remains 
whether divestment and divestment announcements have a financial impact on 
the share price of fossil fuel companies. The continued exploitation of fossil fuel 
reserves alone has the potential to increase greenhouse gases and global 
temperature well beyond the 2°C threshold required to prevent the worst 
effects of climate change. To achieve the 2°C target, however, no more than one
-fifth of the current proven fossil fuel reserves can be burned.                                                        
Read More on The Conversation 

FORMER USAID CHIEF HENRIETTA HOLSMAN 
FORE NAMED UNICEF EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
Henrietta Holsman Fore is the next executive director of the United 
Nations Children's Fund, U.N. Secretary General Anto nio Guterres 
announced Friday. Fore will take over for Anthony Lake, whose 
term as UNICEF executive director ends on Dec. 31. Fore, an 
American businesswoman and former U.S. Agency for International 
Development administrator was the first woman to hold the top job 
at USAID. Prior to that she was undersecretary of state for 
management at the State Department. She also served as an 
assistant administrator at USAID during George H.W. Bush’s 
presidency, running the Asia bureau.   

Read More on Devex 

https://www.newyorker.com/news/daily-comment/another-vision-of-black-elk?mbid=nl_Daily%20122717%20Nonsubs&CNDID=50304278&spMailingID=12640598&spUserID=MjA1Mzg0MzQ0NzUwS0&spJobID=1302405535&spReportId=MTMwMjQwNTUzNQS2
http://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/why-canadian-pension-plans-must-divest-of-fossil-fuel-investments
http://nationalpost.com/pmn/news-pmn/why-canadian-pension-plans-must-divest-of-fossil-fuel-investments
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/11/16/business/energy-environment/norway-fund-oil.html
https://doi.org/10.1038/nature08017
https://doi.org/10.1038/nature08017
https://theconversation.com/how-divesting-of-fossil-fuels-could-help-save-the-planet-88147?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2011%202017&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20December%2011%20201
https://www.unicef.org/media/media_102354.html
https://www.devex.com/news/former-usaid-chief-henrietta-holsman-fore-named-unicef-executive-director-91822
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WEEKLYBULLETIN 

DATE CONFERENCE LOCATION REGISTER 

Feb 

9-18 
World Urban Forum 9 

Kuala Lampur 

Malaysia 

 

http://wuf9.org/registration/?
utm_source=World+Urban+Forum+9&utm_campaign=cadfb5
9aa8-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_12_13&utm_medium=email&utm_te
rm=0_00134fbc8a-cadfb59aa8-
&utm_source=World+Urban+Forum+9&utm_campaign=6e4b
1a4eff-
EMAIL_CAMPAIGN_2017_12_13&utm_medium=email&utm_te
rm=0_00134fbc8a-6e4b1a4eff-173728921 

March 

16-18 
2018 CUGH Conference 

New York 

USA 
www.CUGH2018.org  

April 

20-22 
BioVision Alexandria 2018 

Alexandria 

Egypt 

http://www.bibalex.org/bva2018/home/StaticPage.aspx?

page=69   

April 

27-29 
Pegasus Conference 

Toronto 

Canada 

https://eventdex.force.com/

BLN_RegistrationDym?

id=a192A00000BChD2QAL&mc_cid=c7ca6f68

18&mc_eid=7a76cf866d 

Citing a 2002 study by Columbia University scientists: 

“The human footprint is seen on 83 percent of the Earth's surface. 

That 83 percent has an enormous amount [of] biodiversity. If we don’t think carefully about 

how we do conservation in those non-reserved lands, we’re going to lose a lot.” 

David Lindenmayer from Australia National University 

 
Read More on Washington Post 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 

https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
http://www.bibalex.org/bva2018/home/StaticPage.aspx?page=69
http://www.bibalex.org/bva2018/home/StaticPage.aspx?page=69
http://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1641/0006-3568(2002)052%5B0891:thfatl%5D2.0.co;2?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
https://researchers.anu.edu.au/researchers/lindenmayer-db
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-science/wp/2017/07/10/what-frodo-the-hobbit-can-teach-scientists-about-protecting-the-planet/?tid=ss_tw&utm_term=.9495fe14761b&wpisrc=nl_science&wpmm=1#comments


 

Our world is speeding up. We have robotic construction, augmented reality, driverless cars and artificial 
intelligence. There are new materials invented on an almost daily basis promising better performance and 
better design outcomes. Old materials are reinvented and repurposed. Overlaying this is climate change, 
dealing us the biggest challenge of all. We need resilience and we need net zero carbon buildings. The big 
question is not if, but how and when? 

This is the future and it’s snapping at our heels, challenging us to change or be changed. Flexibility seems to 
be the safest bet. Finding ways to adapt and change for a future we cannot yet imagine. For our built 
environment, that’s a tough ask. Our buildings are huge and hopefully there for the long-term given the 
enormous resources they consume. And big buildings can take years from the twinkle in the developer’s 
eye to the day the tenants or occupants move cheerily into their new spaces. In the meantime the original 
concept could well be superseded. 

Our Tomorrowland Summit, our most ambitious event yet, and this ebook, were designed to give this 
industry a view, not into the distant future but the probable one around the corner that we need to prepare 
for now. 

Read More on Fifth Estate 
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NEW BOOK:                                      
VISIT TOMORROWLAND – 

BUILDINGS FOR A SUSTAINABLE 

FUTURE 

https://www.thefifthestate.com.au/innovation/design/visit-tomorrowland-buildings-for-a-sustainable-future/96815?mc_cid=0719a3fd2d&mc_eid=171a0957b9
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FORESTS ARE THE KEY TO FRESH 

WATER: BOTH FOREST VEGETATION 
AND CLIMATE CHANGE HAVE AN 

IMPACT ON WATER SUPPLY 

Freshwater resources are critical to both human civilization and natural ecosystems, but UBC researchers have 
discovered that changes to ground vegetation can have as much of an impact on global water resources as 
climate change.  

UBC Okanagan Earth, Environmental and Geographic Sciences Professor Adam Wei, PhD candidate Qiang Li 
and researchers from the Chinese Academy of Forestry recently published a study examining the impacts of 
how changes in forest vegetation effect water supplies. Using several decades worth of data, their work 
examined how water resources are responsive to vegetation ground cover and climate change. Forested areas 
are critically important water resources, explains Li. But as land is developed or the green vegetation is 
destroyed, watersheds are irreversibly damaged. 

Forests cover more than 30 per cent of the world's land surface and Li says about 21 per cent of the global 
population directly depends on these catchments for their water supply. Using computer modelling, the 
researchers examined historical data from 2000 to 2011. They looked at changes in land vegetation and annual 
water yield in boreal and tropical forests in locations such as British Columbia, Canada, Russia, Brazil, Finland 
and the Democratic Republic of the Congo. Along with development, intensive forest logging, fire, and insect 
infestation were reasons for forest and ground vegetation loss. 

Read More on Science Daily 

https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/12/171207095007.htm
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ARE SEAFOOD LOVERS REALLY 
EATING 11,000 BITS OF PLASTIC PER 

YEAR? 

There is evidence of plastic microparticles being found in the particular mussels and oysters examined, but the 
research suggests that in order to consume that much plastic you'd have to be eating an average of more than 
four oysters or between 17 and 18 mussels a day. The figure of 11,000 bits of plastic a year, which has been 
reported by the Daily Mail and others recently, comes from a piece of Ghent University research dating back to 
June 2014. The researchers were investigating how much plastic is consumed by humans via water molluscs 
such as mussels and oysters. 

The researchers looked at mussels which lived on farms in the North Sea and were bought in Germany, and at 
oysters from Brittany in France which were farmed in the Atlantic Ocean. Farming in this context means the 
mussels and oysters lived on "rope" that hangs in seawater while they were growing. First they examined the 
combined tissue of three mussels and two oysters which was about 15-20 grams of meat and found that there 
was an average of 0.42 plastic particles per gram. While reports of this figure featured photographs of plastic 
bottles and other waste washed up on beaches, these particular particles are very small - if you put 11,000 of 
them in a line it would cover about 4in (11cm). 

The database has details of how much people of different ages eat of particular food groups. They took a group 
of Belgians aged between 65 and 74 as a sample of a high consumers of water molluscs. These people ate an 
average of 73.9g per day, which is about 27kg a year. When you multiply that by the 0.42 particles per gram, you 
reach just over 11,000 pieces of plastic. The Ghent study says that we do not yet know whether plastic 
microparticles are harmful to humans and that more research is needed. But it does demonstrate that plastics 
are getting into our food chain via seafood such as mussels and oysters. 

Read More on BBC 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-5138133/Seafood-lovers-eat-11-000-pieces-plastic-year.html
https://www.expeditionmed.eu/fr/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/Van-Cauwenberghe-2014-microplastics-in-cultured-shellfish1.pdf
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-42270729
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A single plastic carrier bag could be shredded by marine organisms into around 1.75million microscopic 
fragments, according to new research. Marine scientists at the University of Plymouth examined the rate at 
which bags were broken down by the amphipod Orchestia gammarellus, which inhabits coastal areas in 
northern and western Europe. They discovered the organisms shred the material, with researchers believing 
this is an example of marine wildlife actually contributing to the spread of microplastics within the marine 
environment, rather than them simply being emitted from the water supply or forming through the physical and 
chemical break down of larger items. 

The study was conducted by BSc (Hons) Marine Biology and Coastal Ecology students Daniella Hodgson and 
Amanda Bre chon, and Professor of Marine Biology Richard Thompson. It is published in Marine Pollution 
Bulletin. Its main aim was to discover whether different types of plastic and the presence of a biofilm – a layer of 
organic material which accumulates over time – altered the rate at which such organisms broke down plastic 
debris. Through monitoring in the laboratory and on the shoreline, researchers demonstrated the bags were 
torn and stretched by Orchestia gammarellus, with microplastics subsequently being found in and around their 
faecal matter. 

The type of plastic (conventional, degradable and biodegradable) had no effect on the rate of ingestion, however 
the presence of a biofilm meant the shredding took place around four times as quickly. This, the researchers say, 
is consistent with recent studies into the feeding behaviour of seabirds and suggests marine life might be 
increasingly attracted to marine debris as a source of food regardless of the potential harm caused. Previous 
studies led by the University have shown that more than 700 species of marine life have been found to have 
encountered plastic debris, with clear evidence that ingestion and entanglement causes direct harm to many 
individuals. 

Read More on Plymouth 

MARINE ORGANISMS CAN 
SHRED A CARRIER BAG INTO 

1.75 MILLION PIECES 

https://www.plymouth.ac.uk/news/marine-organisms-can-shred-a-carrier-bag-into-175-million-pieces-study-shows?mc_cid=89c2f80ba7&mc_eid=d5565bab83
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It’s a striking story, but more important was the fact that much of our team was displaced, and many people had 
to evacuate—often bringing family, friends or pets along with them. We were reminded of those hardships as 
members of our team were forced from their homes again by the recent series of hurricanes that have ravaged 
parts of America. While there were of course far worse victims of these storms, and we’re extremely thankful 
that none of our colleagues were injured, it’s still incredibly important to us that Fog Creek be a company that 
supports its employees when they need us most. Investment in our people is the fundamental founding principle 
of our company. 

What we found during the recent storms (and were reminded of as we warily watched the spate of wildfires that 
have caused so much destruction lately) was that, when our team members were forced to evacuate, we didn’t 
have a policy to support them. Now, of course, we did the right thing — we told our coworkers to get safe, take the 
time they need, and don’t worry about work while they’re putting family first. But as a CEO, I never want to be 
having to tell an employee, “trust me, it’ll be okay”, because taking care of employees means putting down our 
commitments to them and their families — in writing. 

This is especially important because these situations of being displaced by weather or environmental conditions 
are only going to become more common. As a company, we’re already 17 years old, and we want to be around for 
many, many years to come, so we look carefully at official reports that explain we’ll see increasingly violent 
storms and increasingly destructive wildfires. The simple conclusion is that if we’re not committing to taking 
care of our employees during extreme weather events, we’re not fulfilling our responsibilities to our team. Our 
past policy of “trust us, we’ll take care of you” needs to be formalized for the same reasons that any other HR 
policy gets formalized: having it in writing protects workers. 

Read More on The Medium 

CLIMATE LEAVE: PAID 
TIME OFF FOR EXTREME 
WEATHER DISRUPTIONS 
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https://science2017.globalchange.gov/downloads/CSSR2017_FullReport.pdf
https://medium.com/make-better-software/climate-leave-paid-time-off-for-extreme-weather-disruptions-c5691fd346c3
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2017 has been a tumultuous year for global development. Drastic budget proposals, hiring freezes, and murky 
reorganization plans sent development advocates scrambling. At the same time, an increased awareness of 
inequality, sexual assault and harassment, and bias in the workplace is moving the needle on career trends and 
best practices across global development organizations. Throughout the year, we've explored what the changing 
global landscape means for global development professionals. 

As 2017 comes to a close and we prepare for 2018, here's some of Devex's top coverage for global development 
professionals, jobseekers, and recruiters. From governments to Hollywood, gender (in)equality has been at the 
forefront of discussions across a number of sectors throughout 2017 — including global development. Three of 
our top stories on gender equality this year were: how to never host an all-male panel again, why mentoring is 
essential for women to advance professionally, and our coverage of #AidToo, which looks at sexual assault and 
harassment in global development. Professional Members can catch up on our coverage of the top skills for 
global development advocacy, the do's and dont's of how aid workers should dress, and how to make the move 
from an aid worker to a social entrepreneur. 

For our Career Account Members, we broke down key advice on using volunteering opportunities to jumpstart 
your global development career, marketing your global development skills in Silicon Valley, launching a career 
with the U.N., and having a stand-out CV. We also have everything you need to know for interviewing — from 
preparing for a competency-based interview, to talking about your greatest weakness, to handling unusual 
questions in job interviews, such as what flavor of ice cream would you be and why. We also examined the 
biggest trends and innovations in talent acquisition and management in the global development sector. From 
building a more inclusive workplace, to tackling biases in recruitment, to analyzing trending job titles, catch up 
on some of our top stories from 2017. 

Read More on Devex 
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2017 IN REVIEW: DEVEX’S TOP 

CAREER AND LIFESTYLE TIPS 

http://t.devex.com/ol/j0hXc8zGI1xQsRpy7uqcOovoizTDb4u89u8lXqSyn4Jzih4tK7qCKFPgjJ4cUcNhNbHKUEQdAJdoxFEIXOSceN0QvOZTVhH0XTL73bjPY4wAfLF31cB39qSp10ABr8uHihLPBkJIVXhoOV_EO-t1122hM5gmXAi073acZtVxyH9b3PsBzoa5fO7yvTU,/jUpTdMPMIllNoVdlsbPWNb760THFbJ2w9b9yBLjo19gtlkBx
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